Sherlock Holmesa family likeness?
We might be able to learn more about Sherlock Holmes's physical appearance, beyond Sidney Paget's 1893 illustration of the fictional sleuth at work (see M. Konnikova Nature 549, 332-333; 2017) .
In Arthur Conan Doyle's ' Adventure of the Greek
Sustainability crisis brews in EU forestry
The European Parliament decided in September that member states of the European Union can increase forest harvesting, provided the forest's carbon sink remains positive and sustainable forest-management
Circadian biology for public health
The award of the 2017 Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine has piqued public and scientific interest in circadian research (see Nature 550, 18; 2017). The time has come to translate our understanding of the circadian molecular clock into publichealth benefits.
Circadian biology is the archetypal gene-environment interaction. We know that certain transcription factors interact with each other in a loop to produce the biological outputs that make up 24-hour patterns. And we know that light and time-zone travel affect the timing of this system to the detriment of human health. But even after 30 years of circadian biology, we still don't know how best to use this information to protect the public's health.
Some Forestry is not sustainable unless it conserves the biodiversity of forest ecosystems and maintains forest resources and their contribution to global carbon cycles, while also fulfilling four other criteria (see go.nature.com/2gkkqrw). Allowing increased harvests is likely to violate two of the sustainability criteria by causing carbon emissions to rise for decades compared with the status quo (see go.nature. com/2yucysr) and by failing to maintain forest biodiversity (see go.nature.com/2zeo2sd).
To avert a sustainability crisis, Europe must impose a strict upper limit on forest harvesting and formulate policies to stimulate carbon sequestration. The limit should be set to enhance forest carbon reservoirs and promote long-lasting wood products to replace goods responsible for high emissions, such as concrete and steel. Janne S. 
